This October for Domestic Violence Awareness Month, NRCDV Radio’s Stories of Transformation podcast station will feature the stories of survivors and advocates and all those who are impacted by and/or are working to end gender-based violence. We invite you to join us and share your story!

NRCDV is calling for submissions from individuals and groups in a variety of roles and disciplines, from diverse identities and perspectives, in response any of these prompts:

- #1Thing that inspired me to take action end gender-based violence
- #1Thing that changed my story
- #1Thing I need advocates to know
- #1Thing I want my children to know
- #1Thing I want to share about my community
- #1Thing I do to take care of myself
- #1Thing I need funders to know
- #1Thing I wish policy makers knew
- #1Thing my family could do to support my healing
- #1Thing that most impacted my healing and resilience
- Or respond to your own #1Thing prompt!

We are seeking stories that offer “one thing” as a strategy for shedding light on:

- The value of each action, no matter its size, on impacting social change;
- The strength and perseverance of change makers in the face of challenging times;
- The invaluable role we all play in creating the world we wish to live in;
- The power of storytelling as a strategy for raising awareness and inspiring change.

Submissions are due Friday, August 17th in Word format via email to: nrcdvTA@nrcdv.org with the subject line “My One Thing.” Storytellers will be notified by Friday, August 31st.

Selected stories will be shared nationally as part of the Domestic Violence Awareness Project’s efforts during Domestic Violence Awareness Month in October 2018. For more information and submission guidelines, visit nrcdv.org/dvamstories/. For support in crafting your narrative, contact nrcdvTA@nrcdv.org.